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Single atoms of select transition metals supported on carbon substrates have emerged as a unique system for electrocatalysis because of maximal atom utilization ($\approx 100\%$) and high efficiency for a range of reactions involved in electrochemical energy conversion and storage, such as the oxygen reduction, oxygen evolution, hydrogen evolution, and $\text{CO}_2$ reduction reactions. Herein, the leading strategies for the preparation of single atom catalysts are summarized, and the electrocatalytic performance of the resulting samples for the various reactions is discussed. In general, the carbon substrate not only provides a stabilizing matrix for the metal atoms, but also impacts the electronic density of the metal atoms due to strong interfacial interactions, which may lead to the formation of additional active sites by the adjacent carbon atoms and hence enhanced electrocatalytic activity. This necessitates a detailed understanding of the material structures at the atomic level, a critical step in the construction of a relevant structural model for theoretical simulations and calculations. Finally, a perspective is included highlighting the promises and challenges for the future development of carbon-supported single atom catalysts in electrocatalysis.

1. Introduction

Transition-metal nanoparticles, such as Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Ir, Pt, and Au, have been used extensively as effective catalysts in a wide range of electrochemical reactions for energy conversion and storage, such as hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), oxygen evolution reaction (OER), and carbon dioxide reduction reaction ($\text{CO}_2$RR).\textsuperscript{[1–9]} However, the high costs and/or low natural abundance of noble metals significantly hamper the wide-spread applications of these technologies. One way to mitigate these issues is to minimize the usage of these materials without compromising the catalytic performance, thus leading to drastic enhancement of the specific/mass activity. Toward this end, a variety of strategies have been developed, which have been primarily focused on structural manipulation of the metal nanoparticles within the context of core size,\textsuperscript{[10–11]} shape,\textsuperscript{[14–17]} crystalline facets,\textsuperscript{[18–21]} alloying with other noble or non-noble metals,\textsuperscript{[24–28]} and hybridization of noble metal catalysts with other materials.\textsuperscript{[29–35]}

As the reactions take place only on the nanoparticle catalyst surface and the adsorption of reactants and desorption of products at the active sites represent key steps that largely dictate the catalytic efficiency, the reaction dynamics has been found to be readily manipulated by nanoparticle size and shape, and the catalytic activity is mostly dominated by the surface atoms with minimal contributions from the inner core. Recent research has shown that shrinking of the nanoparticle size down to the sub-nanometer regime leads to an increasing number of under-coordinated metal atoms that may serve as catalytic active sites, which will reach a maximum at the single atom level when individual metal atoms are accessible and catalytically active.\textsuperscript{[36]} Furthermore, to enhance dispersion and stability, nanoparticle catalysts are generally supported on a substrate surface, and the metal-substrate electronic interactions have long been recognized to play an important role in manipulating the electronic structure of the metal nanoparticles and hence interactions with reaction intermediates.\textsuperscript{[17]} This has indeed been exploited as a unique variable in the mechanistic control of nanoparticle catalytic performance. It can be envisaged that when the nanoparticle size diminishes to the single atom level, such metal-substrate interactions will be maximized, which may lead to the generation of new catalytically active sites, emergence of new reaction pathways, and eventually enhancement of the catalytic performance.\textsuperscript{[38,39]} Because of these, single atom catalysis has been attracting a great deal of attention lately.

It should be noted that for decades a wide variety of organometallic complexes have been used as effective catalysts in diverse electrocatalytic reactions.\textsuperscript{[40]} As they generally contain individual metal centers, one may argue that these compounds represent the early examples of single atom catalysts (SACs). Thus far, there has been no clear, strict definition of SACs, which typically refer to single metal atoms embedded within a solid matrix, such as a metal, metal oxide, metal nitride, or carbon, and the resulting nanostructures behave as heterogeneous catalysts, in contrast to organometallic compounds that are typically involved in homogeneous catalysis.\textsuperscript{[41]}

Back in 1991, the Basset group reported the first preparation of SACs based on silica-supported zirconium and tantalum...
complexes and their applications in heterogeneous catalysis.[42,43] In 2011, Zhang and coworkers deposited single Pt atoms supported on iron oxide for CO oxidation.[44] Both experimental studies and density functional theory (DFT) calculations showed that the high catalytic activity was due to the partially vacant 5d orbitals of the high-valence, positively charged Pt atoms which lowered the CO adsorption energy and activation barrier for CO oxidation. This is in sharp contrast with bulk Pt surfaces that are known to be readily poisoned by CO due to strong adsorption of CO. Subsequently, a range of SACs (e.g., Ir, Pt, Au, Rh, and Pd) have been prepared on various substrates such as TiN, Al2O3, TiO2, ZnO, Co3O4, FeOx, and CeO2,[45–64] and shown apparent catalytic activity toward diverse reactions such as hydrogenation, CO oxidation, and water gas-shift reaction, as summarized in several recent review articles.[36,65–68]

In recent years, SACs have also found significant applications in electrochemical energy conversion and storage, in particular, ORR, OER, HER, and CO2RR,[69–111] and the results suggest that the supporting substrates such as carbon-based materials not only provide anchoring sites for the single metal atoms, offer good electrical conductance with the graphitic skeletons, but also manipulate the charge density and electronic structure of the metal atoms because of strong interfacial interactions between the metal atoms and adjacent carbon atoms. Such attributes may be exploited for the enhancement of the electrocatalytic performance due to generation of an increasing number of active sites.

Toward this end, DFT is a powerful tool to probe the geometric configuration and electronic structure of SACs, a critical step in unraveling the mechanistic insights into the reaction dynamics.[112] Specifically, DFT calculations may yield quantitative information of the bond length, bond angle, charge density distribution, and Bader charge that are critical in examining the binding energy of reaction intermediates to the metal atoms.[77,109] The resulting density of states (DOS) can be used to identify whether the system is metallic or insulating, and the extent of electron delocalization of the metal atoms.[113] By analyzing the DOS at the Fermi level, one can identify the specific atoms that make contributions to the states, which play a significant role in determining the chemical reaction dynamics.[114] Moreover, free energy of elementary reaction steps can be quantitatively estimated by calculating the binding energy, entropy, zero-point energy and solvation energy of possible intermediates on the catalyst. From the resulting energy diagram, one can identify rate determine steps and compare the activity among various atomic sites, an effective procedure in the identification of catalytic active sites.[115–117]

In this review, we will first summarize leading methods used in the preparation of SACs supported on carbon-based materials, and then highlight their unique electrocatalytic activity toward important reactions in electrochemical energy conversions and storages, such as HER, ORR, OER, and CO2RR. The roles and contributions of the metal atoms and carbon supports will be discussed and compared. Finally, we present a perspective of the promises and challenges of carbon-supported SACs.

### 2. Sample Preparation

A variety of experimental techniques have been reported in recent literatures for the preparation of carbon-supported SACs, such as pyrolysis, wet chemistry synthesis, physical and chemical vapor deposition, electrochemical deposition, as well as ball milling.
2.1. Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis has been used rather extensively in the preparation of SACs by thermal decomposition of select precursors at elevated temperatures under the protection of a controlled atmosphere (i.e., N2, NH3, Ar, or H2). The precursors in general come from five sources, as detailed below.

(a) **Hybrids of Carbon Matrices and Metal-Containing Complexes:** This is a widely used route to the synthesis of SACs on carbon-based materials. Figure 1a schematically illustrates the synthesis of single metal atoms embedded in nitrogen-doped holey graphene frameworks (M-NHGF, M = Ni, Co, and Fe).[105] Briefly, metal ions-containing porous hydrogels are obtained by hydrothermal treatment of a graphene oxide (GO) solution with metal salts and H2O2. Then the hydrogels are freeze-dried and annealed at elevated temperatures in the atmosphere of NH3 and Ar, where NH3 not only serves as the reducing agent but also provides the nitrogen source. In the final products, MN4 moieties are formed and embedded within the graphene lattice. This method is particularly useful in the synthesis of MN4 (M = Fe, Ni, and Co) moieties in a graphene matrix with nitrogen-free precursors.[89,91,118]

For nitrogen-containing precursors, this method is suitable as well. For instance, RuN4 moieties have been prepared and incorporated into a graphene matrix by annealing GO nanosheets decorated with [Ru(NH3)6]3+ due to the strong interactions between the oxygen-containing functional groups of GO and Ru(III) metal cations in an NH3 flow.[79] Note that with nitrogen-containing precursors such as hemin, phen, porphyrin, phthalocyanine, melamine, carbon nitride, cyanamide, and 2,3,7,8-tetra(pyridin-2-yl)pyrazino[2,3-g]quinoxaline, NH3 gas becomes unnecessary and can be replaced by N2 or Ar.[84,86,102,119–124] Other SACs have also been synthesized in a similar fashion, such as CoP4 embedded in C3N4, Co, and P co-doped rGO, PtS4 in graphitic carbon, as well as single metal atoms (e.g., Ni, Co, NiCo, CoFe, and NiP) in N-doped carbon nanotubules (CNT) and graphene.[75,78,125–127]

(b) **Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOFs):** In recent years, MOFs have been attracting extensive interest because of the well-defined porous structure and highly ordered arrangement of organic linkers and metal nodes; in addition, MOFs and MOF-derived materials have been widely employed as catalytic precursors or catalysts.[60,129–133] As the metal species are atomically dispersed in MOFs, SACs supported on carbon can be readily obtained, despite the challenge of metal atom aggregation to form nanoparticles during high-temperature pyrolysis.[131,134,135] For instance, Li and coworkers showed that during pyrolysis of a Co-containing MOF (e.g., zeolitic imidazolate frameworks, ZIF-67), the organic linkers were converted into N-doped porous carbon and cobalt was reduced by carbon and aggregated, leading to the production of a hybrid consisting of Co nanoparticles incorporated in N-doped carbon (NC).[96] Yet, when half of the Co in ZIF-67 was replaced by Zn forming the bimetallic counterpart, Zn2Co1-BMOFs, single Co atoms were formed after pyrolysis and embedded in the N-doped carbon matrix. This is because (i) the addition of Zn enlarged the distance between the Co atoms and (ii) the evaporation of Zn at high temperatures produced an increasing number of nitrogen anchoring sites that stabilized Co (Figure 1b), both of which impeded the formation of Co-Co bonds. Wu’s group used a similar method and obtained Co-NC SACs with CoN4 embedded in a graphitic carbon matrix.[97] In fact, this method has been adopted as a generic strategy for the synthesis of SACs in a carbon matrix. For instance, Ni and Fe SACs on NC have been prepared by confining Ni2+ and Fe3+ within the ZIF-8 pores, respectively.[99–101,108,113] Interestingly, when ZIF-8 is replaced with Co-containing BMOFs, FeCl3 can still be encapsulated in the cavities, producing (Co,Fe)-NC SACs.[93] Besides ZIF, other MOFs have also been employed for SAC synthesis, such as Ru-NC SACs from Ru-hosted UiO-66 (or UiO-66-NH3) and Ni-NC SACs from [Ni2{(L-aspartic acid, bipy = 4,4′-bipyridine)}[Cu2Cl2(µ-Cl)(µ-OCH3)](CH3OH)] (MA)1.2•2Et2O] (MA = melamine) and obtained Cu SACs on C3N4. In another study, Yang et al.[106] prepared Ni SACs in a nitrogen-doped graphene (NG) matrix and nitrogen and sulfur co-doped graphene (NSG) matrix using melamine, nickel salt, and L-alanine (C3H7NO2S, for NG) or L-cysteine (C3H7NO2S, for NSG) as the precursors.

(c) **Polymers:** Recently polymer precursors have also been used to synthesize SACs. For instance, Lot’s group prepared Pt-NC SACs in a porous carbon matrix (PCM) (Figure 1c).[92] where the Pt component was loaded onto the surface of a polydopamine/diblock copolymer (PDA/PS-b-PEO). PDA was then carbonized and PS-b-PEO was removed during the pyrolysis process, resulting in isolated Pt single atoms on a mesoporous carbon matrix. In another study,[98] Chen and coworkers used phen and polyaniline as dual nitrogen precursors and synthesized Fe-N-C hybrid structures with a graphene-like morphology. The introduction of phen as a precursor not only enhanced nitrogen-doping but also acted as a sacrificial pore-forming agent, because of the relatively low thermal decomposition temperature of phen that facilitated the formation of a significant amount of gas during pyrolysis. The Zelenay group also synthesized SACs with FeN4 moieties embedded in a graphitic carbon matrix by pyrolysis of dual nitrogen-precursors of polyaniline (PANI) and cyanamide.[104]

(d) **Small Molecular Precursors:** This is a straightforward method, but has not been widely used because small molecular precursors usually have relatively low thermal decomposition temperatures, which renders it difficult to carbonize the precursors. To synthesize SACs, the selection of molecular precursors is critical, and thus far most of the precursors are nitrogen-rich. For instance, Chen et al.[128] used silver tricyanomethanide (AgTCM) and cyanamide as the starting molecular precursors and successfully obtained graphitic carbon nitride (C3N4) nanosheets doped with individual Ag atoms (Figure 1d). Wang et al.[138] synthesized C3N4-based SACs co-loaded with Ag single atoms and carbon quantum dots. Gao et al.[139] pyrolyzed [Cu2Cl2(µ-Cl)(µ-OCH3)](CH3OH)] (MA)1.2•2Et2O] (MA = melamine) and obtained Cu SACs on C3N4. In another study, Yang et al.[106] prepared Ni SACs in a nitrogen-doped graphene (NG) matrix and nitrogen and sulfur co-doped graphene (NSG) matrix using melamine, nickel salt, and L-alanine (C3H7NO2S, for NG) or L-cysteine (C3H7NO2S, for NSG) as the precursors.

(e) **Sacrificial Template-Assisted Route:** Porosity, and hence BET surface area, of SACs can be enhanced during the pyrolysis process by the incorporation of sacrificial templates.[140–144] For instance, Liang et al. synthesized a family of Co and Fe SACs embedded in mesoporous carbon by using silica
Figure 1. Representative examples of metal SACs supported on a carbon matrix through a pyrolysis route with various precursors. a) Preparation of M-NG (M = Fe, Co, Ni) with MN₄C₄ moieties in which the precursors are metal ions adsorbed on a 3D graphene hydrogel. Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2018, Macmillan Publishers Limited. b) Preparation of Co-NG from a Zn₁Co₁-BMOF precursor. Reproduced with permission.[96] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. c) Synthesis of Pt-PCM starting with polydopamine. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY 4.0 license.[92] Copyright 2018, American Association for the Advancement of Science. d) Ag₃C₆N₄ derived from silver tricyanomethanide and cyanamide. Reproduced with permission.[128] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. e) Synthesis of Fe-NC with the assistance of various templates. Reproduced with permission.[95] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
colloid, ordered mesoporous silica SBA-15 and montmorillonite clay as sacrificial templates, and vitamin B12 or PANI-Fe as the Co or Fe precursors (Figure 1e). After pyrolysis, the templates were removed by HF etching leading to the generation of CoN$_x$ or FeN$_x$ moieties in a porous matrix.$^{[95]}$ Silica-based templates have also been used to synthesize FeN$_x$ moieties in mesoporous carbon and Co SACs in hollow N-doped carbon spheres.$^{[94,103]}$ Additionally, nano-MgO and Mg(OH)$_2$ have been used as sacrificial templates for the synthesis of FeN$_x$ ($x = 4 - 6$) and CoN$_4$ moieties in a carbon matrix.$^{[145,146]}$

2.2. Wet Chemistry

SACs have also been prepared by wet chemistry routes, primarily involving two slightly different procedures. The first one is based on chelation between metal centers and N, O or S coordination sites in carbon-based materials. For instance, Vile et al.$^{[147]}$ synthesized Pd SACs supported on mesoporous C$_3$N$_4$ by mixing PdCl$_2$ and NaCl in a C$_3$N$_4$ dispersion under magnetic stirring and sonication, followed by NaBH$_4$ reduction (Figure 2a). This was primarily ascribed to the strong coordination between the metal centers and the N sites of C$_3$N$_4$, and the procedure has also been used to prepare Pt-C$_3$N$_4$ and Ru-C$_3$N$_4$ SACs.$^{[113,148]}$ In some of the studies, the structure of the metal atoms in the carbon matrix is not clearly defined.$^{[82,83]}$ For instance, Xi et al.$^{[149]}$ reported the synthesis of Pd SACs supported on reduced graphene oxide/amorphous carbon (rGO/AC/Pd) by stir-mixing of K$_2$PdCl$_4$ with rGO@AC. Whereas Pd was presumed to be intercalated between AC and rGO, the exact chemical structure was unclear.

The other procedure takes advantage of the formation of a guest-host structure through covalent bonds, $\pi-\pi$ stacking or electrostatic interactions between the guest molecules and the carbon-based host materials.$^{[74,76,150-152]}$ For instance, Pt single atoms have been anchored onto thiolated CNTs via covalent Pt=S bonds.$^{[153]}$ Nickel or cobalt complexes can be grafted onto CNT surfaces by the strong noncovalent $\pi-\pi$ stacking interactions between the pyrene moiety in the ligand and CNTs (Figure 2b)$^{[74,76]}$ Carbon-supported binuclear-cobalt

![Figure 2. Representative examples of metal SAC supported on carbon-based materials synthesized by wet chemistry routes. a) Pd-C$_3$N$_4$ based on a chelation mechanism that Pd atoms are coordinated to N sites. Reproduced with permission.$^{[147]}$ Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. b) Synthesis of Co-CNT based on a host-guest mechanism where the Co complexes are adsorbed on CNT by pyrene moieties. Reproduced with permission.$^{[74]}$ Copyright, 2016, Wiley-VCH.](image-url)
phthalocyanine (bi-CoPc/C) has been prepared in the same manner.[81] Note that in some rare occasions, specific SACs can also be prepared by the combination of these two procedures.[85]

2.3. Physical and Chemical Deposition

Formation of SACs can also be achieved by deposition of atomic species onto a select support matrix, such as atomic layer deposition (ALD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). ALD is a gas-phase deposition technique which can be traced back to the 1960s as “molecular layering”. [154,155] Because this technique allows the control of the amount of deposited materials, it has been widely used in nanomaterials synthesis ranging from nanoparticles, nanoclusters and down to single atoms.[46,57,77,156–160] For example, by controlling the ALD cycle numbers, the Sun and Botton groups obtained Pt SACs, Pt nanoclusters (PtNCs) and Pt nanoparticle (PtNPs) supported on graphene surfaces by using (methylcyclopentadienyl)trimethylplatinum as the Pt source.[77,157,160] Lu’s group used ALD to synthesize Pd SACs on graphene where palladium hexafluoroacetylacetate (Pd(hfac)2) was first anchored onto the oxygen functional groups of graphene and then the hfac ligands were removed under ALD conditions.[57] In a similar manner, Huang et al.[158] synthesized different Pd-C3N4 composites including Pd SACs and Pd nanoparticles supported on C3N4 by controlling the exposure time of the Pd(hfac)2 precursors. It should be noted that the samples prepared by ALD synthesis are usually nonuniform in size and shape, rendering it challenging to understand the correlation between the material structures and catalytic performance.

CVD is a widely used technique in the preparation of two-dimensional materials, due to the precise control of the structure and purity of the materials; yet the application of this method in the production of SACs has remained limited.[161,162] Rummeli’s group employed CVD to form a single layer of iron on a substrate, a structure close to that of single atoms.[163] More recently, Qiu et al.[90] used CVD to deposit nickel single atoms in a nanoporous graphene matrix. As shown in Figure 3b, the nanoporous Ni substrates were prepared by dealloying of a NiMn alloy and coated with a layer of graphene by a CVD process. After the Ni substrate was etched away by an HCl solution, the remaining graphene structure contained Ni single atoms. This route is highly dependent on the time of the acid etching process and the graphene vacancies generated in the CVD process which dictates the reactivity with Ni atoms.

Electrochemical deposition, while not extensively used in the preparation of SACs, is worthy of fundamental studies. In one study,[72] using a three-electrode setup with single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) dropcast on a glassy carbon working electrode, a Pt foil counter and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, repeated potential cycling in a 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte led to the dissolution of Pt atoms from the Pt foil and re-deposition on the SWCNT forming Pt-SWCNT SACs (Figure 3c). This simple method was also successfully used in the synthesis of Pt SACs supported on CoP nanotubes.[69] In another study,[80] using a niobium rod anode and a carbon rod cathode, arc-discharge led to the formation of Nb SACs supported on graphene.

2.4. Ball Milling

As high-energy ball milling is a powerful method to cut and/or reconstruct chemical bonds,[164,165] it may be used to synthesize
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**Figure 3.** Representative examples of metal SACs supported on carbon materials by different deposition techniques. a) Pt-NG synthesized by ALD. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY 4.0 license.[77] Copyright 2016, the Authors, published by Springer Nature. b) CVD preparation of Ni-G SACs. Reproduced with permission.[90] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. c) Pt-SWCNT SACs prepared by electrochemical deposition. Reproduced with permission.[72] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
2.5. Graphene Vacancy-Directed Synthesis

This strategy entails two key steps. The first is to create graphene vacancies by high-energy atom/ion irradiation and control the number of vacancies by the energy density,\[^{168}\] and the second is to fill the graphene vacancies with select metal atoms, such as Au, Pt, Fe, Co, and In, by well-controlled sputtering or focused ion beams.\[^{169–171}\] The advantage of this strategy includes a well-defined and custom-tailored structure of the final products, allowing a reliable model for theoretical simulations, while the disadvantage entails rather sophisticated instrumentation, tedious fabrication and an extremely low yield (for instance, the preparation is generally limited to a very small area, e.g., 10 nm × 10 nm)\[^{169}\], rendering it difficult for scale-up synthesis of practical catalysts.

3. Electrocatalytic Performance

The SACs prepared above exhibit apparent electrocatalytic activity toward various reactions that are critical in electrochemical energy conversion and storage. Theoretical calculations represent a powerful tool in analyzing/predicting the catalytic performance, which can be exploited as a fundamental framework for the rational design and engineering of the catalysts. For instance, in ORR, OER, and CO₂RR, a linear relation (a.k.a. scaling relation) has been widely observed between the binding energy of various critical intermediate species,\[^{114,172–174}\] a unique feature that can be used for the manipulation and optimization of the catalytic performance. In ORR, the traditional four-step reaction can be written below (with the corresponding reaction free energies of \(\Delta G_1\) to \(\Delta G_4\))\[^{175}\]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\ast + O_2 + H^+ + e^- &\rightarrow OO_2^* \quad \Delta G_1 \\
OO_2^* + H^+ + e^- &\rightarrow O^* + H_2O \quad \Delta G_2 \\
O^* + H^+ + e^- &\rightarrow OH^* \quad \Delta G_3 \\
OH^* + H^+ + e^- &\rightarrow H_2O^+ \quad \Delta G_4
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\ast\) represents a catalytic active site. Note that \(\Delta G_1 + \Delta G_3 = E_{OH} - E_{OOH^*} + b',\) where \(E_{OH}\) and \(E_{OOH^*}\) are the binding energy of the OH and OOH intermediates, respectively, and \(b'\) is a constant. In ORR, typically either step (1) or (4) is the rate-determine step, and at \(\Delta G_1 = \Delta G_3 = \Delta G_{ave} \left( = 1/4 \Sigma \Delta G_i \right),\) the performance of the catalyst is predicted to reach the maximum. At this point, since \(\Sigma \Delta G_i = -4.92 \text{ eV},\) \(\Delta G_2 = -4.92 - (\Delta G_1 + \Delta G_3),\) and \(\Delta E_{OH} - \Delta E_{OOH^*} = -2.46 - b'.\) That is, \(E_{OH}\) and \(E_{OOH^*}\) scale linearly with each other, and from the intercept, \(b'\) can be determined, which can then be used to predict the optimal electrode potential (\(U\)).

Similarly, in CO₂RR, the first three reaction steps are generally expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
CO_2(g) + ^* + H^+ + e^- &\leftrightarrow COOH^* \quad \Delta G_1 \\
COOH^* + H^+ (aq) + e^- &\leftrightarrow CO^* + H_2O \Delta G_6 \\
CO^* &\leftrightarrow CO(g) + ^* \quad \Delta G_7 \\
CO^* + H^+ (aq) + e^- &\leftrightarrow CHO^- \quad \Delta G_8
\end{align*}
\]

When CO is the final product, the rate determine step is either reaction (5) or (7),\[^{176}\] and a linear correlation has been observed between \(E_{COH^*}\) and \(E_{CO^-}\).\[^{177}\] With other final products, reaction (8) is the rate-determine step,\[^{178}\] and a scaling relation can be found between \(E_{CHO^*}\) and \(E_{CO^-}\).\[^{177}\]

Interestingly, such a scaling relation can be broken with SACs,\[^{173,177}\] as manifested with a different intercept value. In a previous study,\[^{116}\] we showed that in FeN₄-codoped carbon for ORR, the Fe center of FeN₄ exhibited a markedly different linear relation between \(E_{OH}\) and \(E_{OOH^*}\) from that of regular carbon sites (Figure 4a). The smaller intercept corresponded to a more positive onset potential \((E_{onset})\), in good agreement with experimental results that showed an enhanced ORR performance. Such a deviation from the conventional scaling relation has been observed in other catalytic reactions (e.g., CO₂RR in Figure 4b), leading to marked enhancement of the catalytic activity over that without the SAC moiety. Below, we will summarize recent progress in the design and engineering of SACs in ORR, HER, OER, and CO₂RR.

3.1. ORR

Platinum has been the catalyst of choice for ORR. Yet, Pt SACs behave markedly differently than conventional Pt/C catalysts. For instance, Choi et al.\[^{78}\] loaded S-doped zeolite-templated carbon with single Pt atoms to form PtS₄ SACs. The sulfur worked as the binding site of Pt that mitigated the aggregation problem of SACs on carbon substrates. Interestingly, the resulting atomically dispersed Pt showed a high yield of H₂O₂, indicating that oxygen underwent only two-electron reduction, in sharp contrast to conventional (bulk) Pt catalysts where four-electron reduction is commonly observed.\[^{51,179–183}\]

In fact, the sample with the highest PtS₄ concentration showed a H₂O₂ yield of 96% with an \(E_{onset}\) of +0.71 V versus RHE in 0.1 M HClO₄. DFT studies indicated that the 2e reduction of oxygen was under kinetic control rather than thermodynamic control, as the reorganization energy \((\lambda_b)\) for the 2e pathway was markedly smaller than that for the 4e pathway. Consistent...
experimental results were obtained in other studies with Pt SACs supported on TiC, TiN or ATO. This is because the Pt atoms are the ORR active sites and can adsorb only one O atom of O$_2$, which renders it difficult to break the O=O bond; and for four-electron reduction of oxygen to H$_2$O, the breaking of the O=O bond may be facilitated when two adjacent Pt sites are available to adsorb both two O atoms of O$_2$. In addition, DFT calculations suggest that the interaction between Pt single atoms and TiN increases the affinity of oxygen species onto the catalysts and thus diminishes the catalytic activity.

SACs of other noble metals have also been examined as ORR catalysts. Zhang et al. developed a Ru SAC for ORR by thermally annealing Ru compounds and N-doped carbon. EXAFS and high-resolution scanning TEM studies suggested successful formation of RuN$_4$ moieties in the structure, which exhibited a high ORR activity in acid electrolytes. The $E_{\text{onset}}$ and $E_{1/2}$ (half-wave potential) values were identified at +0.89 V and +0.75 V versus RHE, respectively, a performance better than that of FeN$_4$ and very close to that of commercial Pt/C. DFT study showed that the binding of the Ru center in RuN$_4$ with O was responsible for the ORR activity, and the rate-determine step was likely the protonation of O$_2$ that was adsorbed onto the Ru site.

Non-noble metal SACs have also been examined as ORR catalysts. For instance, Lee et al. synthesized Fe-doped CNTs with a FeN$_4$ structure by a conventional plasma-enhanced CVD method, and the material possessed apparent electrocatalytic activity toward ORR. XPS studies showed a Fe:N:C atomic ratio close to 1:4:100, which was consistent with results from the formation energy calculations, where the content of the Fe dopant was found to diminish with decreasing N concentration in CNTs. Results of band structure calculations suggested that FeN$_4$ and other nitrogen dopant defects enhanced the electrical conductivity over pristine CNTs, due to the shift of the Fermi level, the formation of new states ~0.3 eV above the Fermi level by the FeN$_4$ moieties, and spin-polarization effect. The shift of the Fermi level was favorable for the adsorption of intermediate species, although there was no explicit discussion in the studies about the correlation with the activity of the catalyst.

Recently, similar structures were further examined theoretically with the advancements of the ORR mechanism. For instance, Wang et al. used iron-phthalocyanine (Fe-Pc) as an analogue to FeN$_4$ and calculated the ORR activity with a 2$x$2 supercell for a Fe-Pc monolayer in an acidic environment. It was found that O$_2$ could readily bind to the Fe center with charge transfer from Fe to O$_2$, and O$_2^-$ reduction was identified to be the rate-determine step. The results showed that the four-electron pathway was favored on Fe-Pc, with an activity between those of N-doped carbon and Pt. In another study, the metal-N$_4$ structure was systematically evaluated by including metals of groups 6B, 7B, 8, 1B and 2B. The results showed that Mn$_4$, Fe, and Co group metals exhibited apparent activity toward ORR, with the adsorption of OOH and release of OH being the rate determine steps. We observed similar behaviors in an early study. We calculated the free energy change of every elementary step in ORR in a wide range of structural configurations of N-doped graphene and FeN$_4$-embedded graphene. The most active configurations are shown in Figure 5a,b, where the Fe center of FeN$_4$ exhibited a much higher activity (with a reaction free energy as low as 0.39 eV) than carbon atoms of N-doped graphene (reaction free energy at least 0.61 eV). Moreover, from the DOS plots (Figure 5c,d), it can be seen that the number of states around the Fermi level was significantly higher for the FeN$_4$ moiety than for neighboring nitrogen and carbon, with dominant contributions from the Fe 3d orbital. This indicates that the Fe center is favorable for the adsorption of O$_2$ and may donate electrons to reduce O$_2$, in contrast to the adjacent carbon sites.

Such mechanistic insights suggest that in metal and nitrogen-codoped carbon, the MN$_4$ moieties play a dominant role in ORR electrocatalysis and are most likely the ORR active sites. It should be noticed that this topic has been under active debates and intensive investigations. For instance, Chen et al. used ZIF-8 to trap Fe(acac)$_3$, and pyrolysis of the resulting structure yielded single Fe atoms embedded.
within the carbon skeletons. From Figure 6a,b, single Fe atoms (marked with red circles) can be seen to be distributed rather evenly across the carbon matrix, and the structure is further confirmed by EXAFS measurements (Figure 6c). The peak at ≈1.5 Å is consistent with the Fe–N bond, and the absence of any peak at ≈2.2 Å indicates no Fe–Fe bond in the sample. Moreover, from EXAFS fitting, the coordination number of Fe was estimated to be 5 with a mean bond length of 2.01 Å, consistent with the FeN4 structure with the adsorption of an O2 molecule (Figure 6d). The resulting sample showed an ORR activity even better than that of Pt/C, with E1/2 onset and E1/2 estimated to be +0.99 V and +0.90 V, respectively (Figure 6e). In poisoning tests with SCN−, these potentials were found to shift cathodically by 90 mV and 95 mV, respectively (Figure 6f), which further proved that the Fe center was the active site for ORR. In another study,[106] Chung et al. used atomic-resolution STEM to identify single Fe atoms in carbon, and qualitatively estimated the Fe:N ratio by EELS measurements, which suggested an average composition of FeN4. They argued that the FeN4 sites near the edge of the graphene layers were the major contributors to the ORR activity.

Consistent results have also been observed in other studies.[87,98,100,101] However, it has been noted that in Fe-NC materials, the presence of Fe and peroxide (an ORR intermediate) may cause degradation of organic ionomers and fuel cell membranes due to Fenton reaction.[192,193] To mitigate this issue, Co-NC materials have been designed and fabricated. For instance, Wang et al.[97] carefully examined the durability of CoN4 SAC embedded in a 3D porous MOF-derived carbon matrix (Co-N-C) as ORR catalysts in PEMFC. The long-term stability test was carried out by potential cycling in the potential range of +0.6 to +1.0 V at the potential scan rate of 50 mV s−1, and the results showed that E1/2 shifted by only 30 mV after 10 000 cycles (Figure 8a). In addition, in chronoamperometric tests, 83% of the initial activity was retained after continuous operation for 100 h at +0.7 V (Figure 8b). Note that for commercial Pt/C, the current density decreased to about 80% after only 20 h.[194] The durability of the catalyst was also tested in PEMFC using a cathode fed by air for 100 h at the fully viable voltage of 0.7 V (Figure 8c). Figure 8d depicted the voltage-current polarization plots. One can see that the voltage loss was only 15 mV after 30 h and 60 mV after 100 h. These tests demonstrated excellent long-term stability of the Co-N-C catalyst. For SACS, one issue is that the metal single atoms are not stable in the structure, and aggregation and/or dissolution may diminish the activity and durability. For the Co-N-C catalyst, aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM studies of the sample after 10 000 potential cycles (Figure 8e,f), along with EEL point spectral analysis (Figure 8g), showed that the 3D carbon architecture was well-preserved, Co single atoms remained well-defined, and both Co and N could be readily detected, indicating sufficient stability of the Co-N-C catalyst in acidic media. Remarkable stability has also been observed in several other studies in either alkaline or acidic electrolyte,[93,94,98,99] although no detailed characterization of the catalysts was included after the durability test, and the structural integrity of the catalysts remained unknown.
In summary, thus far studies have been mainly focused on two kinds of SACs for ORR. One is single atoms of noble metals such as Pt and Pd, and the other is MN\(_x\) moiety embedded in a carbon matrix. For Pt SACs, ORR is dominated by the two-electron pathway and generates H\(_2\)O\(_2\) as the final product, instead of H\(_2\)O or OH\(^-\). Meanwhile, the onset potential exhibits an apparent cathodic shift, as compared to that of commercial Pt/C, suggesting impeded electron-transfer kinetics in oxygen reduction, likely due to restricted adsorption of oxygen onto the single Pt atomic site. For SACs with the MN\(_x\) structures, the metal centers are generally believed to be responsible for the ORR activity, although the coordination number may vary due to different synthetic procedures. Consistent results are obtained in DFT studies within the context of adsorption energy of oxygen species on various atomic sites and contributions to the DOS near the Fermi level.

3.2. HER

The first heterogeneous catalysts for HER are based on “host-guest” structures where single metal centers are hosted on the surface of conductive carbon materials by covalent or...
noncovalent bonds.\textsuperscript{[74,76,150]} In a recent study, inspired by hydrogenases,\textsuperscript{[195–198]} nickel bisdiphosphine was assembled onto CNT surfaces,\textsuperscript{[199]} which exhibited high catalytic activity toward HER, with an onset potential of only $-20$ mV and almost unchanged current density after continuous operation for 10 h. In another study,\textsuperscript{[74]} a hybrid of ploy(cobaloxime) and CNTs was prepared by $\pi-\pi$ interactions between CNTs and the pyrene moiety which was tethered to ploy(cobaloxime). The hybrid catalyst possessed an apparent activity toward HER at near-neutral pH, with the cobalt-based turnover number up to 420, about four times higher than that of monomeric cobaloxime. Obviously, in this type of HER catalysts, the metal centers work as the active sites for HER, while the carbon materials are used as the conducting support. As the structures are well defined, relevant structural models can be readily built for computational studies for a coherent understanding of the reaction mechanism. However, the catalytic performance is generally subpar as compared to those of benchmark catalysts like Pt/C.

More recently, carbon-supported SACs based on single atoms of non-noble metals (e.g., Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu) have been prepared and examined for HER electrocatalysis. For instance, the Tour group synthesized single Co atoms incorporated in nitrogen-doped graphene (Co-NG) or undoped graphene (Co-G) via a pyrolysis process.\textsuperscript{[91]} In dark-field TEM measurements (Figure 9a), the white spots of 2 to 3 Å in size are the dispersed Co atoms, whereas Fourier-transformed EXAFS studies (Figure 9b) showed only a major peak at $\approx1.5$ Å for both Co-NG and Co-G, and waveket-transformed EXAFS studies (Figure 9c) showed a maximum (point A) at 3.2 Å$^{-1}$ and 3.5 Å$^{-1}$, due to the formation of Co–C and Co–N bonds in Co-G and Co-NG, respectively, confirming the formation of single Co atom structure in the samples.\textsuperscript{[200]} In HER tests, Co-NG showed an excellent performance, with an onset potential of only $-30$ mV, and an overpotential ($\eta_{10}$) of $-140$ mV to reach the current density of 10 mV cm$^{-2}$, in comparison to NG and Co-G where $\eta_{10} = -440$ mV and $-390$ mV, respectively (Figure 9d). In fact, the HER performance of Co-NG was higher than or comparable to results of relevant catalysts in the literature (Figure 9e).\textsuperscript{[166,201–206]} In another study,\textsuperscript{[107]} Ni-NC SAC was also found to possess excellent HER performance.

Interestingly, when single Ni atoms were embedded into a (undoped) graphene matrix, apparent HER activity was also observed.\textsuperscript{[90]} DFT calculations evaluated the energetic properties of several possible configurations, such as interstitial Ni in the center of the phenyl rings (Ni$_{\text{isub}}$), substitutional doping at the vacancy of the graphene lattice (Ni$_{\text{lab}}$), and anchoring on the defect sites (Ni$_{\text{def}}$). The results (Figure 10a,b) showed that all these configurations exhibited a decrease of the absolute Gibbs free energy of hydrogen adsorption ($|\Delta G_{\text{H*}}|$) at carbons neighboring the Ni atoms, as compared to that of pristine graphene. Notably, the $|\Delta G_{\text{H*}}|$ of carbons adjacent to Ni$_{\text{isub}}$ was only 0.10 eV, very close to that of Pt (0.09 eV). This was contributed to charge transfer between Ni$_{\text{isub}}$ (d orbitals) and surrounding carbons (p orbitals), resulting in the formation of an empty C:Ni hybrid orbital close to the Fermi level and hence the formation of a catalytic active site (Figure 10c,d). In the studies by Muralikrishna et al.\textsuperscript{[207–209]} single Cu atoms were chelated to GO, and the corresponding HER performance was better than those of other copper-based HER catalysts.

Single Pt atoms supported on carbon-based materials have also been prepared and evaluated for HER electrocatalysis. Cheng et al. compared Pt SACs and Pt nanoclusters loaded on nitrogen-doped graphene nanosheets (Pt$_1$-NG and PtNC-NG, respectively).\textsuperscript{[77]} Interestingly, both Pt$_1$-NG and PtNC-NG exhibited higher activities than commercial Pt/C. The DOS plot of Pt$_1$-NG shows a strong overlap of the Pt 5d orbital and N 2p orbital around the Fermi level. Bader charge analysis shows that Pt was positively charged, and when two hydrogen atoms were adsorbed on the Pt, there is a strong overlap of the Pt 5d and

---

**Figure 7.** a,b) HAADF-STEM of FeN$_2$/NOMC-3 on carbon, and c,d) EELS mapping analysis of Fe (c) and N (d). e) Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra of FeN$_2$/NOMC-3. f) Fe$^{57}$ Mössbauer spectra of Fe$^{57}$N$_2$/NOMC-3. g) ORR polarization curves of NOMC, FeN$_2$/NOMC and commercial Pt/C (20%) at 1600 rpm in an O$_2$ saturated 0.1M KOH solution at the potential scan rate of 10 mV s$^{-1}$. Reproduced with permission.\textsuperscript{[103]} Copyright 2017, Elsevier Ltd.
H 1s orbitals, along with the formation of a number of new states beyond the Fermi level, indicating charge transfer from Pt to H, a critical process in proton reduction. The Lou group further studied the HER performance on Pt SACs in a PCM, where EXAFS and DFT studies indicated that both Pt atom centers and the adjacent carbon/nitrogen atoms were likely the active sites, due to charge density redistribution.

Chen et al. synthesized Mo SAC catalysts anchored on N-doped carbon by a pyrolysis process using Na$_2$MoO$_4$ and chitosan as precursors, and the materials exhibited an $\eta_{10}$ of only −132 mV, much lower than $\beta$-Mo$_2$C (−195 mV) or MoN (−225 mV). EXAFS studies showed that Mo was threefold coordinated by one N atom and two C atoms (MoNC$_2$), similar to the above mentioned structure of Ni$_{sub}^{[90]}$ but with O$_2$ adsorbed onto Mo. DFT calculations showed that MoNC$_2$ possessed the lowest $|\Delta G_H^*|$, as compared to N-doped graphene, MoN, and $\beta$-Mo$_2$C, consistent with experimental results. Results from DOS calculations indicated a higher electronic density of MoNC$_2$ near the Fermi level, a feature beneficial for HER charge transfer. PDOS studies showed that the charge density was mainly due to Mo d-orbital, while contributions from the p-orbitals of C and N were negligible. This suggests that the enhanced catalytic performance of MoNC$_2$ was largely ascribed to Mo single atoms, with minimal

Figure 8. Durability tests of Co-NC SACs as oxygen reduction catalysts in PEMFC. a) Potential cycling in O$_2$-saturated 0.5 m H$_2$SO$_4$ in the potential range of +0.6 to +1.0 V. b) Chronoamperometric profile at the potential at +0.7 V. c) PEMFC test under H$_2$–air conditions at +0.7 V, 150 kPa for 100 h. d) H$_2$–O$_2$ polarization curves before and after 30 h and 100 h durability tests at +0.7 V. e–g) Representative aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM images at low resolution (e) and high resolution (f), and the corresponding EEL point spectra (g). Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
contributions from the C and N coordination sites. Note that this is different from other MN_xC_y or Ni_x substructures where the enhanced catalytic performance is mostly accounted for by the interaction between the metal centers and N, C coordination atoms.

In a recent study,[113] the Chen group showed that Ru ions-complexed C_3N_4 exhibited a remarkable HER performance, due to the formation of RuN_2 moieties, where the interaction between the pyridinic nitrogen of C_3N_4 and Ru metal center led to charge redistribution of the system and facilitated the adsorption of protons. In a subsequent study,[111] it was found that the performance might be markedly improved by incorporating rGO nanosheets into the Ru-C_3N_4 catalyst by a wet-chemistry route (Figure 11a), with \eta_10 of only about −80 mV (Figure 11b). Double-layer capacitance measurements (Figure 11c,d) showed that the effective electrochemical surface area of Ru-C_3N_4/rGO was dramatically enhanced, most likely due to enhanced electrical conductivity of the composite with the incorporation of rGO, as manifested by electrochemical impedance measurements (Figure 11e), where the serial resistance (R_s) was estimated to be 7.9, 10.0, and 35.4 \Omega for Ru-C_3N_4/rGO, C_3N_4/rGO, and C_3N_4, respectively. Mott–Schottky analysis (Figure 11f) showed that the flat-band potential (E_fb) was virtually unchanged for Ru-C_3N_4/rGO and C_3N_4/rGO, but shifted anodically as compared to that of C_3N_4, indicating narrowing of the energy barrier of hydrogen evolution (H^+/H_2, 0.59 V vs Ag/AgCl in 0.1 M Na_2SO_4).[211] Furthermore, the charge-carrier density of Ru-C_3N_4/rGO was about 250 times of that of C_3N_4 and 6 times of that C_3N_4/rGO. These results highlight the synergetic effects between the various structural components on the HER performance.

In short, a large variety of SACs for HER have emerged in recent studies. Results have shown that the single metal atoms serve as the active sites, and the activity may be further enhanced by the carbon supports due to interfacial charge transfer with the metal centers, leading to the generation of additional catalytic active centers.
3.3. OER

The application of SACs supported on carbon-based materials in OER electrocatalysis has been rarely reported. In an early study,[83] Jahan et al. described the OER activity of Cu SAC coordinated into a GO-MOF structure. Wurster et al.[212] found that the OER activity was nonlinearly dependent on the coordination positions of Fe and Co in a supramolecular structure. Ding et al.[73] developed a sandwich structure where CNT was coated with a uniform layer of polymerized ionic liquids (PIL), and Co atoms were dispersed at the interface. The resulting Co-PIL-CNT SACs showed much better OER catalytic activity than CoO2/CNT and CoCO3 despite a much lower Co content. This enhancement was ascribed to the combined contributions of the three different components, where Co atoms acted as the active sites, PIL not only served as the anchors for Co SACs but also affected the charge density distribution of Co species leading to enhanced catalytic activity, and CNT provided good electrical conductivity.

More recently, Fei et al.[105] investigated the MN4C4 (M = Fe, Co, and Ni) moieties in a graphene matrix by DFT calculations and experimental studies. Both the M and C in MN4C4 moieties were considered as possible active sites and a four-step reaction mechanism were analyzed based on prior studies.[213,214] Interestingly, the OER process was found to be highly dependent on the metal center in MN4C4. For M = Fe or Co, the reaction mechanism was via the single site of the metal center because the binding between M and the intermediates was much stronger than the adjacent C sites (Figure 12a). By contrast, for M = Ni, the reaction mechanism involved both Ni and C sites, and the C sites were favorable for O* and OH* adsorption while the Ni site was preferred for OOH* adsorption (Figure 12b). Figure 12c depicts the calculated energy diagram of OER at 1.23 V for the various MN4C4 moieties, and the results suggested a diminishing activity trend of Ni > Co > Fe, with a totally different rate-determining step, which was oxidation of O* to OOH*, oxidation of OH* to O*, and the formation of OOH*, respectively. A consistent changing trend was indeed observed in electrochemical measurements, where η10 was estimated to be 331 mV for NiN4C4, 402 mV for CoN4C4, and 488 mV for FeN4C4 (Figure 12d); and the Tafel slopes varied accordingly at 63, 80, and 164 mV dec-1 (Figure 12e), respectively. Note that the OER performance of NiN4C4 was actually comparable to those of Ni-based nanoparticle catalysts.[215–218]

3.4. CO2RR

Gao et al.[109] constructed a structural model with single Pd and Pt atoms embedded in C3N4 cavities and calculated their electrocatalytic behaviors in CO2 reduction. They showed that the ideal geometry for the deposition of metal atoms is the center of a sixfold cavity, i.e., position 1 in Figure 13a. Moreover, both Pd and Pt show strong electronic interactions with neighboring pyridinic nitrogen. Specifically, charge is depleted from the Pd d-orbital of Pd-C3N4, while both charge accumulation and depletion happen on Pt in Pt-C3N4 (Figure 13b,c). CO2 could be electroreduced to HCOOH, CH3OH and CH4. Figure 13b shows the energy diagram of CO2 reduction catalyzed by a Pd-C3N4 SAC, where reduction of CO2 to HCOOH and CH3OH was both investigated. The reactions are summarized as follows

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{HCOOH} \tag{9} 
\]

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 6\text{H}^+ + 6\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{OH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{10} 
\]

While reaction (10) follows the first two steps of reaction (9), the rate-determine step of reaction (9) is hydrogenation of HCOOH* adsorbed onto the Pd atom, with an energy barrier of 0.66 eV. By contrast, the rate-determine step of reaction (10) is hydrogenation of CH3OH species adsorbed onto the Pd atom, with a much larger energy barrier of 1.46 eV. This result indicated that the Pd-C3N4 is favorable to produce HCOOH instead of CH3OH.

Figure 13c shows the energy diagram of CO2 reduction catalyzed Pt-C3N4. In addition to reactions (9) and (10), the pathway to CH4 is also under consideration:

\[
\text{CO}_2 + 8\text{H}^+ + 8\text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{11} 
\]

Note that reaction (11) follows the first 6 steps of reaction (10). Pt-C3N4 shows a significantly different behavior in catalyzing reaction (9) than Pd-C3N4. The energy barrier of hydrogenation of HCOOH* is 1.01 eV of the former, much higher than that of the latter; a similar behavior was observed with the HCOOH* desorption energy (1.06 eV for Pt-C3N4 and 0.46 eV for Pd-C3N4). This indicates that Pt-C3N4 is unfavorable to produce HCOOH from CO2 reduction. However, once HCOOH* is formed, the hydrogenation of other species is much easier than Pd-C3N4. Thus, Pt-C3N4 can catalyze both reactions (10) and (11). Among these two reactions, CH2*+H2O* is more stable than CH3OH* by 0.47 eV, suggesting that the CH4 path
is more favorable. In summary, electroreduction of CO₂ to HCOOH is favorable when catalyzed by Pd-C₃N₄, whereas the path to CH₄ is favored when catalyzed by Pt-C₃N₄.

Relevant DFT calculations have also been carried out recently. He et al. [113] calculated the energetic characteristics of single metal atoms (e.g., Ag, Cu, Pd, Pt, and Co) supported on defective carbon in CO₂RR to C₁ products. They found that Ag might serve as a promising catalyst in reducing CO₂ to CH₄ while Pt shows a good activity in CO₂RR to CH₃OH. Using a very similar SAC model, Back et al. [173] showed that carbon-supported SACs exhibited enhanced selectivity for CO₂RR, as compared to HER. In particular, Ni and Pt SACs show good selectivity toward the production of CH₃OH, while Os and Ru prefer the reduction of CO₂ to CH₄.

Notably, in several recent studies of non-noble transition metals, Ni SACs exhibit very good CO₂RR activity. Yang et al. [106] pyrolyzed a mixture of amino acid (with or without sulfur), melamine and nickel acetate under an argon atmosphere. From the TEM image in Figure 14a, it can be seen that the resulting sample exhibited a smooth surface, with single Ni atoms (white spots) dispersed throughout the material. Results from XPS studies suggested the formation of Ni-N and Ni-S, at the respective Ni concentration of 4 wt% and 2.5 wt% in N and S co-doped carbon (NSG). Furthermore, XAS study showed that the valence state of Ni was +1, consistent with results from EPR measurements, an oxidation state favored for CO₂RR. XANES measurements suggested the formation of M₄N₄ structures in D₄h symmetry (Figure 14b).

Figure 11. a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of RuSA-C₃N₄/rGO nanocomposites. b) LSV curves of various electrocatalysts in 0.5 m H₂SO₄. c) CV curves recorded at various scan rates in the potential range without faradaic reaction. d) Capacitive currents as a function of scan rates at +0.15 V. e) Nyquist plots of the various electrocatalysts in 0.5 m H₂SO₄ at –0.1 V. Inset is the full plot of C₃N₄. f) Mott–Schottky plots of the various electrocatalysts in 0.1 m Na₂SO₄ at the frequency of 1000 Hz. Reproduced with permission. [111] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
consistent with results from EXAFS studies, where the peaks for Ni–N (1.45 Å) and Ni–S (1.81 Å) bonds were clearly defined, whereas the Ni–Ni peak at 2.15 Å was not observed (Figure 14c). In electrochemical measurements (Figure 14d), one can see that the N-doped carbon alone exhibited only negligible CO$_2$RR activity, which was slightly improved with the deposition of Ni nanoparticles, and marked improvement was observed with NSG-supported Ni SACs in the reduction of CO$_2$ to CO. The Ni SACs exhibited a Faradaic efficiency up to 97%. DFT calculations showed that the Ni(I) site was most likely responsible for the CO$_2$RR activity. In another study,[108] Zhao et al. pyrolyzed a ZIF-8 MOF loaded with Ni$^{2+}$ ions. The nickel valence state of the resulting sample was identified to be between Ni(0) to Ni(II), in the form of NiN$_3$. Electrochemical measurements showed that the obtained Ni SAC exhibited a much better CO$_2$RR performance than Ni nanoparticles. In fact, the Faradaic efficiency of CO$_2$RR to CO can reach 71.9%. Several other studies also showed that Ni SACs of Ni-NC were effective in reducing CO$_2$ to CO.[75,89]

SACs based on a “host–guest” structure have also been used for CO$_2$RR electrocatalysis. For instance, Zhang et al.[219] deposited cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc, 6 wt%) onto CNT via $\pi$–$\pi$ interactions (Figure 15a), and the electrocatalytic performance toward CO$_2$RR was examined by CV measurements, in comparison with other catalysts such as Pc/CNT, CoPc/rGO and CoPc/CB (Figure 15b). One can see that Co single atoms coordinated in Pc played a significant role in the catalytic reaction, and among the various types of carbon supports, CNTs-supported catalysts showed the best activity, likely due to the highest degree of graphitization of CNTs which facilitated $\pi$–$\pi$ interactions with CoPc and highest electrical conductivity.[220] Furthermore, the selectivity of the catalysts were compared at −0.59 V, and CoPc/CNT showed the highest Faradaic efficiency (FE) for CO but the lowest for H$_2$ (Figure 15c). Interestingly, when the CoPc phenyl rings were further functionalized with CN groups (CoPc-CN), the resulted hybrid catalyst, CoPc-CN/ CNT (Figure 15d inset), showed an even higher reduction current density and better selectivity than CoPc/CNT in the
reduction of CO₂ to CO at the same potential (Figure 15d). This enhancement by CN substitution was attributed to the electron-withdrawing effect. \[221\] Note that in previous studies, \[222,223\] significant CO₂RR activity has also been observed with homogeneous molecular catalysts that featured a MN₄ structure (M = Fe or Co).

**Figure 13.** a) Optimized structure of pristine g-C₃N₄, Pd/g-C₃N₄ and Pt/g-C₃N₄. The yellow and blue in Pd/g-C₃N₄ and Pt/g-C₃N₄ indicate charge accumulation and charge depletion with an isovalue of 0.005e/Å³. b,c) Reaction pathways of CO₂ reduction catalyzed by Pd/g-C₃N₄ (b) and Pt/g-C₃N₄ (c) under standard conditions: Pt, green; C, grey; O, red; and H, white. Reproduced with permission. \[109\] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.

3.5. Multifunctional Catalysts

In the above discussion, one may notice that some catalysts are actually active in multiple reactions. For instance, Co-NC SACs have been employed as effective catalysts toward HER, OER and ORR in separate studies. \[91,97,105\] and Ni-NC SACs show apparent
Figure 14. a) HAADF-STEM image of Ni-NG; scale bar 5 nm. b) Ni K-edge XANES spectra of Ni-NG, Ni-NSG and NiPc, where peak A represents $1s \rightarrow 3d$ transition, peak B represents $1s \rightarrow 4p_z$ transition, C and D represent $1s \rightarrow 4p_{x,y}$ transitions and multiple scattering processes, respectively (inset shows the expanded pre-edge region). c) Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra in which the NiPc spectrum has been reduced in size. d) LSV curves acquired in a CO$_2$-saturated 0.5 mol KHCO$_3$ solution on a rotating disc electrode at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm and potential scan rate of 5 mV s$^{-1}$. Catalyst loading 0.1 mg cm$^{-2}$. The inset highlights the LSV curves in the potential range of $-0.1$ to $-0.7$ V versus RHE. The dots on the curves show the specific CO formation current of 10 mA mg$_{catalyst}^{-1}$. Reproduced with permission.[106] Copyright 2018, Macmillan Publishers Limited.

Figure 15. a) TEM image of CoPc/CNT (6%). Inset is the schematic structure of the CoPc/CNT hybrid. b) CO$_2$ reduction reaction tested by CV measurements in 0.1 mol KHCO$_3$ using Pc/CNT, CoPc/RGO, CoPc/CB, and CoPc/CNT as the electrocatalysts. c) Faradaic efficiencies of CO$_2$ reduction products (CO and H$_2$) catalyzed by various electrocatalysts at $-0.59$ V versus RHE. d) Faradaic efficiencies of CO$_2$ reduction products at different potentials for CoPc/CNT (dash lines) and CoPc-CN/ CNT (solid lines). Inset is a schematic of the hybrid structure. Reproduced with permission.[219] Published under CC-BY 4.0 license. Copyright 2016, the Authors.
electrocatalytic activity toward CO₂RR, HER and OER. This suggests that some of these SACs may act as bifunctional or even multifunctional catalysts, a unique feature that is important for rechargeable batteries. For instance, Cu SACs supported on GO/MOF hybrids exhibit low overpotentials and high current densities for ORR, OER and HER, as compared to that without GO, because of the porous scaffold for enhanced mass transfer, efficient charge-transport, and synergistic interactions between GO and MOF. Zheng et al. reported bifunctional activity of P and Co co-doped rGO toward ORR and OER, and the electrocatalytic activity of the resulting Co SACs was accounted for by the formation of rGO structural defects after co-doping and modification of the charge and spin density, although there was no explicit experimental evidence to substantiate the argument. In another study, Du and coworkers carried out ab initio studies to understand the interaction between metal dopant and graphene matrix, and the effect on the HER and OER performances. Generally, the M-C moieties are assumed as the active sites for the adsorption of reaction intermediates. The possible doping structures are schematically illustrated in Figure 16a, and calculations of different Ni sites showed that the interaction with hydrogen was weakened by increasing the Ni coordination number. Figure 16b shows the volcano plot of a variety of transition metals, including Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, and Pd, at low coordination numbers (1 to 2). The structures located around the peak, such as Ni@1-zigzag, Fe@1-armchair, and Co@1-zigzag, are expected to possess a best HER performance. Figure 16c depicts the volcano plots of theoretical overpotentials using the O° and OH° binding energy as the reaction descriptors. Based on the plots, one can clearly see that Ni@4 has the lowest overpotential of 0.35 V among the structures and is close to the peak of OER at +0.24 V, thus is expected to show the best OER activity. Pd@4 and Pd@2-armchair are identified as the next best samples. These results suggest that selection of metal SACs can be approached by optimizing the coordination number of the M-C moieties.

More complicated structures involving SACs have also been reported. For instance, in one study, Fe SACs were embedded into a nitrogen-doped carbon matrix in the form of Fe₄N₄, and a second Pt SAC was then loaded onto the sample surface via a Pt-O₂-Fe-N₄ configuration, as confirmed by Fourier-transformed EXAFS measurements. The resulting catalyst, Pt@Fe-NC SAC, exhibited much enhanced activity toward ORR, HER, and OER, as compared to Fe-NC SAC. Specifically, based on LSV measurements (Figure 17d), the ORR E₉₀ was identified at +0.93 V and E₁/₂ at +0.80 V for Pt@Fe-NC in 0.5 M H₂SO₄, a performance somewhat better than that of Fe-NC SAC. In addition, LSV measurements for up to 10000 potential cycles (Figure 17e) showed that E₁/₂ of Pt@Fe-NC shifted negatively only by 12 mV, and a much larger negative shift (36 mV) was observed for Fe-NC SAC. The durability of the catalysts was also tested in an acidic PEMFC for 50 h, and the Pt@Fe-NC catalyst was found to decay slower than Fe-NC SAC (Figure 17f). This suggests that the introduction of Pt SAC into the catalyst markedly improved the durability. As for HER, Pt@Fe-NC showed apparent activity in both acidic and basic electrolytes (Figure 17g,h). The η₁₀ value was found to decrease from −130 mV to −60 mV in 0.5 M H₂SO₄ and from −165 mV to −110 mV in 1.0 M KOH after the introduction of Pt SAC. The enhancement was attributed to the formation of a heteroatom pair of Pt-O₂-Fe that was favorable for the cleavage...
of H–OH bond and to the Pt–O₂⁻ linkage that might enhance water desorption due to electronic and steric effects on the FeN₄ moiety.[226,227] For OER electrocatalysis, LSV measurements (Figure 17i) showed that to reach the current density of 10 mA cm⁻², the electrode potential (E₁₀) was about +1.54 V for Pt₁@FeSA-NC, markedly lower than those for Fe-NC and Pt/C and even better than that of state-of-the-art RuO₂ catalysts (E₁₀ ≈ +1.58 V).

Notably, the bifunctional electrocatalysts for ORR and OER can be applied to rechargeable metal-air batteries.[228–230] For instance, Chen et al.[231] examined the performance of a rechargeable Zn-air battery using FeNₓ species on N and S co-doped carbon layers coated on CNT (denoted as S,N-Fe/N/C-CNT; Figure 18a) as the electrode materials. The bifunctional electrolytic activity toward ORR and OER was first quantified by voltammetric measurements, where the oxygen electrode potential, ΔE = nₒₒₑᵣₑ – E₁/₂,ORR, for S,N-Fe/N/C-CNT was only 0.75 V (Figure 18b), much lower than that of Pt/C (1.12 V) and other catalysts in recent literatures.[213,232–234] Although the performance was a combined contribution of various components in the catalysts, the FeNₓ species were thought to play a major role. The catalyst was then integrated into a Zn–air battery with S,N-Fe/N/C-CNT as the cathode and a Zn plate anode (Figure 18c). From the charge–discharge polarization curves (Figure 18d), one can see that the open circuit voltage (1.35 V) was higher than that with commercial Pt/C as the cathode, indicating enhanced performance of the device. When the discharge polarization curves were converted into power density plots (Figure 18e), it was found that the power density of the S,N-Fe/N/C-CNT battery was as high as 102.7 mW cm⁻²; and there was no obvious voltage change over 100 cycles (Figure 18f), suggesting excellent long-term stability of the catalyst in Zn–air batteries.

4. Summaries and Perspectives

Single metal atoms supported on carbon-based materials represent a new class of low-cost, high-efficiency electrocatalysts
in important electrochemical reactions that are of fundamental and technological significance in electrochemical energy conversion and storage, such as HER, ORR, OER and CO$_2$RR. In this review, leading strategies for the synthesis of SACs are first summarized, such as pyrolysis, wet-chemistry routes, physical and chemical vapor deposition, electrochemical deposition, and ball milling. In the resulting samples, SACs primarily involve metal atoms bound to nonmetal atoms such as C, N, O, S, and P of the carbon supporting matrix through covalent bonds or coordination bonds, and the maximal metal–matrix interfacial interaction leads to the manipulation of the electronic structures of the materials, and emergence of additional active sites. This is a key attribute that plays an important role in regulating the reaction dynamics and eventual electrocatalytic activity, and distinguishes SACs from conventional nanoparticle catalysts, in that new reaction pathways and electron-transfer dynamics may emerge.

Despite the progress, challenges remain. For instance, the loading of active materials in SACs is generally minimal, leading to the production of only a low current density unfit for practical applications. Yet at increasing loadings one may inevitably face the issues of migration and agglomeration of metal atoms to form nanoparticles. Thus, a delicate balance needs to be struck between SAC loading and electrocatalytic activity. This may take advantage of theoretical modeling and simulations for SAC design and engineering and development of effective synthetic chemistry, such that SACs at high metal loadings and uniform coordination structures can be produced. As demonstrated in the cited examples in this review, an integration of theory and experiment is critical in advancing our understanding of the reaction mechanism, and developing a fundamental framework within which further engineering and optimization of the catalysts can be achieved. In addition, given the experimental challenges encountered in SAC synthesis, for instance, when SACs are extended to non-carbon supporting matrices, sometimes theoretical studies are anticipated to play a leading role. This necessitates the development of effective computational methods and tools.

Furthermore, diverse metal-nonmetal bonding interactions have been formed in organometallic chemistry and played a critical role in a wide range of catalytic reactions. The fundamental insights have been exploited for the deliberate functionalization of metal nanoparticles. For instance, for conjugated metal–ligand interfacial bonding interactions, intraparticle charge delocalization occurs between the particle-bound functional moieties. Such a delicate control of the nanoparticle electronic properties have been exploited for the manipulation of nanoparticle catalysts in a range of electrochemical reactions. For metal SACs, this interfacial interaction is anticipated to be even more pronounced, leading to an ever increasing level of control of the electrocatalytic activity. To this end, drastic progress has to be made on both the synthetic front and structural characterizations. This will be a focus in future research.
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